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bravura
Pronounced: bra-vu-ra. Definition: exceptional agility and technical skill.

24/7. 365 days a year for 10-years guaranteed. This dexterous workhorse 
was built for serious use in heavy traffic. Need it in a call-centre with 
many different users; no problem, allow the Bravura to dazzle you.

BRAVURA OPERATORS: NETTING BRAVURA OPERATORS: UPHOLSTERED



netting: features
mechanisms

Epron mech: Lever 1 adjusts tension and seat height Lever 2: adjusts backrest angle position

arm
arm width trigger

Lock/unlock arm width: broad adjustment range to accommodate many body types. (Adjust this before 
adjusting the seat-slide position).

arm height adjust arm pad

Easily accessible button to raise/lower armrest height. Soft-touch PU arm pad

back
backrest height

The entire backrest can be lowered or raised for a much better ergonomic fit across users.



lumbar adjust branding

The striking lumbar support is both functional and a design feature Cover for company logo

seat

Seat depth adjustment can be adjusted by pulling the lever on the side of the seat 
pan

Ergonomically moulded 
seat foam

seat pan

There are no screws that loosen or weaken after wear. The entire component can be unclipped for repair if ever 
necessary. 



upholstered: features
mechanisms

Self-regulating mechanism balances tension and force without need for user's manual adjustment.

arm
arm width trigger

Lock/unlock arm width: broad adjustment range to accommodate many body types. (Adjust this before 
adjusting the seat-slide position).

arm height adjust arm pad

Easily accessible button to raise/lower armrest height. Soft-touch PU arm pad

back
backrest height

The entire backrest can be lowered or raised for a much better ergonomic fit across users.



design branding

Striking pattern design feature Cover for company logo

seat

Seat depth adjustment can be adjusted by pulling the lever on the side of the seat 
pan

Ergonomically moulded 
seat foam

seat pan

There are no screws that loosen or weaken after wear. The entire component can be unclipped for repair if 
necessary.  
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